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 Vigiliae Christianae 18 (1964) 226- 235; North-Holland Publishing Co.

 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARIUS

 BY

 G. QUISPEL

 It is always gratifying when two scholars, each independently of
 the other, make the same discovery. This is the case with the
 relationship between the Gospel of Thomas and the writings of the
 so-called Pseudo-Macarius. The present author had already sent
 a note on the subject to the secretary of the board of Vigiliae
 Christianae, and notified Prof. H. Dorries in Gottingen of his
 findings, when the learned and scholarly article by Dom Aelred
 Baker was brought to his notice. He found reasons to blush because
 he had missed some points which Dom Baker most effectively made.
 On the other hand he wondered whether some of the parallels he
 found would not carry almost the same conviction. For, after all,
 the only passage in Macarius which corresponds almost word for
 word with the Gospel of Thomas is the following.1

 coS qrlcrv 6 XVQltog' j flaatlAea Tzo 1. 113:
 geov xalma rjjinCrat xal oti &vQewnot But the Kingdom of the Father is
 oVX eflpietovatv aTv'Tv. spread upon the earth and men do

 not see it.

 A vaguer allusion to the same saying may be found in an un-
 published passage, which after my request was most generously
 put at my disposal by Prof. Dorries. But at the same time this
 passage preserves some of the wording of another famous logion
 contained in the Gospel of Thomas, the parable of the fisherman:

 coa7eQ yae Ev zrT arayjvr noArAia e6r 1. 8:
 ELimzTEt xal Tard daQoar6td eQa naAl
 o6 9rhQaTj eis T rv pvOObv Qind eL' that wise fisherman, he threw allthe
 OV'TCii xa i rj ayrivr Tr XaetLrog eQ(- small fish down into the sea.
 anAovTaL eig; navraa; xal rTel dvdazav-
 atv xal oi vtoznot oa v vznaxoovotv

 It is not necessary for readers of this journal to be told that this
 form of the parable has its counterpart in Clement of Alexandria,

 1 H. D6rries, Symeon von Mesopotamien, Leipzig, 1941, pp. 224, n. 3.
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 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARIUS

 Aphraates and the old-Saxon Heliand, and that it may reflect an
 independent, though not necessarily better, tradition of the original
 Aramaic version. Let it suffice to observe that here, contrary to
 Matthew XIII, 47-48 and in accordance with the Gospel of Thomas,
 we find the one fisherman and the fish which are thrown back

 into the sea.2

 There are two other parallels which speak for themselves and
 do not seem to need any further commentary; one is taken from
 the old Homilies 3 and the other from the new Homilies.4

 Horn. 1, 11, I, c. 461: 1. 112:
 oval aco/iazt ... mat oval y,pvv woe to the flesh...
 Horn. 23, III, p. 121, 8: woe to the soul...
 edv Trt d6e6rEn od 6v /uaxdv ... 1. 97:
 fBaardSn 6be aeai'zlov pac6o v yauov, The Kingdom of the <Father> is
 6O - zotoirov iZ] Xd'Cotkev 6O&rv like a woman who was carrying a
 eszTorTdrTv, Hal 6ao flaosiget xa6' jar full of meal. While she was
 qg T o; o'60v naoen . .. xai rxiTog walking <a> far way, the handle of
 ... .r paovrdtar dJu4oS ecEvt'Vrl the jar broke, the meal streamed out

 behind her on the road ... After

 she came into her house, she put the
 jar down, she found it empty.

 These four examples, quite apart from the abundant material
 offered by Dom Baker, are sufficient to show that Macarius most
 probably knew the Gospel of Thomas and alluded to it in his writings.
 Therefore other parallels, which in themselves do not carry the
 same conviction, may be adduced now to show how deeply the
 fourth-century author was influenced by the wording and also by
 the conceptions of the apocryphal Gospel. For the moment I prefer
 to make a provisional statement, just listing some of the parallels
 which are to be found in the fifty old Homilies and the twenty
 eight new Homilies. A complete study can only be made, when the
 edition prepared by Prof. Dorries and the complete material of
 Klostermann-Berthold have been published. Prof. Dorries has most
 generously allowed me to have access to the photocopies of un-
 published manuscripts at his disposal. I would like to come back

 2 Vig. Chr. XVI, 3/4, 1962, p. 150.
 3 Migne, Patrologia Graeca, tomus 34 (= I).
 4 E. Klostermann - H. Berthold, Neue Homilien des Makarius / Symeon,

 Berlin, 1961 (= III).
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 to the subject, when these unpublished texts have been thoroughly
 investigated in view of their relation to "Thomas".

 EIp. 2, I, c. 416:

 ToY ntocrurnov aiaXX5v qv it vov 65ijaa6
 taou 8,7ovearviov vvIQio1v xotvwvslT, ';jl
 a~T3v Pov4Oreonog

 Hor. 6, 7, 1, c. 521:
 'Exel yda '9q'dv? xoc'Oyio xawvo6g.

 Hnom. 16, 11, I, c. 621:
 En'xovTat yag ol Al(rcai

 Homr. 36, 1, I, c. 749:
 tvaciaTacrtg Tcov v8xo[V ?VVXVJv da roiO
 Vi'v V4peral.

 Hom. 10, 3, III, p. 56, 17:
 xai YivErat &6z,AoVig

 Hor. 11, 2, III, p. 59, 8:
 6atAg 1v 4nUo T&ycp 6est xo'inp LJ

 Hoom. 22, 3, III, p. 112, 27:
 tia)o' rlaav nai t!ykyvovro flaateAig

 Hoom. 28, 1, III, p. 163, 10:
 yvoe(tovoatv iavroi'g frt v

 inoveaviomotstt ro

 1. 37:

 When you take off your clothing
 without being ashamed 1. 75 (only)
 the solitary (7iovaXo6g) are the ones
 who will enter the bridal chamber.

 1. 51:

 when will the new world come?

 1. 21:

 lest the brigands find (a) way to
 come to you.

 1. 51:

 What you expect has come,

 1. 11:

 when you have become two, what
 will you do?

 1. 32:

 a city being built on a high mountain

 1. 81:

 Let him who has become rich
 become king

 1. 3:

 If you (will) know yourselves, then...
 you will know that you are the sons
 of the Living Father

 It should be observed, however, that the Gospel of Thomas was
 not the only writing that was known to Macarius or whoever the

 man was who wrote these "Tracts for the Times". He quotes
 abundantly from a Greek New Testament, of which it would be
 interesting to discuss the text-type in detail. Moreover he shows
 some acquaintance with the Diatessaron of Tatian. So when he
 repeatedly says that a man has to leave his father and his mother.5

 This disagrees from the wording of the Gospel of Thomas, 1. 55
 ("whoever does not hate his father and his mother") as well as from

 5 Horn. 45, 1, I, c. 785: a'gs mrs n'ea - ta
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 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARIUS

 Matthew X, 37 and Luke XIV, 25-27, but it agrees with the
 Persian Diatessaron and is supported by a host of Syrian witnesses.6
 And it has been rightly observed that this is an encratitic correction
 very much in the spirit of Tatian. For it is much harder to forsake
 one's family altogether, including wife and children, than merely
 to put God or Christ before one's relatives in the case of a conflict
 between religious and social duties. These contacts with the Diates-
 saron may confirm the impression that Macarius originated from
 Aramaic-speaking Syria, where even at his time the Diatessaron
 was still freely used in the Christian communities as Holy Writ.
 Perhaps he was born somewhere in Mesopotamia, and even, perhaps,
 in Edessa. Now this is important because Semitic Christianity in
 these regions was during the fourth century still very different from
 Hellenistic Christianity and still preserved some archaic, primitive
 traditions of its own. It may be useful to assume that Macarius
 came from Mesopotamia and was familiar with the traditions of
 Semitic Christianity, in order to see his teaching in the right
 perspective.
 Moreover it cannot be denied that the Gospel quotations in

 Macarius sometimes show a striking similarity to the synoptic
 tradition in the Pseudo-Clementine writings, which were equally
 written in Greek by an inhabitant of Syria. Of course the Gospel
 quotations of the Clementines are an old and painful problem.
 But is it reasonable to suggest that these writings reflect an

 independent and spontaneous development of Jewish Christianity in
 Syria and to maintain at the same time that the Gospel material
 contained in the Clementines has nothing to do with Jewish Christi-
 anity, but is derived from the four canonical Gospels? Everybody
 who can read French can know that this cannot be true. For the

 Gospel of Thomas has indeed something in common with the Pseudo-
 Clementine writings. It does say that James was appointed by the
 Lord himself as His successor (1. 12), just like the Clementines
 (Rec. 1, 43). This seems to reflect a Jewish-Christian conception,
 the primacy of James, the brother of the Lord. Moreover, the
 Gospel of Thomas does say that the Pharisees have received the keys

 6 Diatessaron Persiano, ed. Messina, p. 295: non lascia il padre ...
 A. Voobus, Celibacy, p. 20, quotes Syrian witnesses for this variant, among
 whom the Liber Graduum, ed. M. Kmosko, col. 920 sq.
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 of knowledge (1. 39), thus implying that the Pharisees are the
 legitimate successors of Moses, who dispose of the authoritative
 interpretation of the written Law. This same idea is a stock theme
 of the Clementines (Horn. III, 18, 3 etc.) and typically Jewish-
 Christian.

 How then can anybody deny that the author of these writings
 was influenced by a specific Jewish-Christian Gospel tradition?

 But Macarius makes us even wonder whether the author of the

 Clementines did not use a Jewish-Christian Gospel which was not
 the Gospel according to the Hebrews or the Nazarene Gospel. For the
 quotations of Macarius sometimes show a marked affinity with
 the Clementines.

 I quote a few examples:

 Horn. 19, 2, I, c. 644:

 rleavO dyatol al xa XQaroi, xat'o;
 xal 6d Har)Q v'5icov 6 odeavtog ovxr i-
 1Fwv ecri.

 Horn. 16, 1, III, p. 78, 4 (Mt. 7, 14):

 -r ar8viE xai rl eitz6vr rj 066 . . xalI
 6dAyot elalv ol 6to6ev'ovre avTnyv.

 Horn. 16, 7, III, p. 88, 7 (L. 18, 7):

 ndoao ,aAAiov d naTr)Q ritJiwv d
 ovQavtog; notCet IrTv Ex;ixatv -rv
 focivrTcv nQre avOdv vvXd;0 xat
 rjfzeQa5;
 L. 18, 7 d 6d teds oV zr) notl'a vrjv
 E6,lXratv r C O ek X e 5v avrovo zrv
 Bocowvrov avrcT jue aQ xal vvxTro;.

 Horn. 16, 3, III, p. 83, 6:

 Eav uj LTt davayevrv9jj aivcoOev, o0v /z)
 Elra E^^ Etl rjv flaliEitav r3v oviavov.

 J. 3, 3: eav jUll t; yewMvrft aviev,
 o0 6ovaTat li6ev I aov taAlteav roV i'eoV.

 Ps. Clem. Horn. 3, 57, Rehm p. 77,
 21:

 rivea9e daya1ol mal oixTQ`yoveq cb;
 nazr6Q o EV rolg OVQiaVOI.

 Ps. Clem. Horn. 7, 7, 2, Rehm p. 119,
 21:

 ( 6E r6v aaoioovwov oarev aCJovaa 68..
 tOVg; 6tanoQevt'EVag;.

 Ps. Clem. Horn. 17, 5, 4, Rehm

 p. 231, 11:
 no6aC) idaAAv O araTeQ noliorae rv)v
 EX6ltirtv r TOV pocOvrcov 7QeO5 avTrov

 i6eQaS xal vvxa Xro;

 Ps. Clem. Horn. 11, 26, 2, Rehm

 p. 167, 4:
 Edv pui dvayevvr,jOTe ..., ov /uV r
 elaC Arrte elt; ir)v fpaclaadav zTO
 aeav&Qv.

 The last case is the most interesting. This passage is often
 adduced as a proof for the fact that the authors of the Clementine
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 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARIUS

 writings and its sources were familiar with the Fourth Gospel. And
 there is hardly any other indication to show this to be the case.
 But is that so? Is it not more probable that a writing that has
 certain affiliations with the Jewish Christianity of Syria did not
 quote the Fourth Gospel? In that case the passage on rebirth in
 the Clementines and in Macarius would be a parallel to John III, 3,
 with a primitive ring. In our days Bent Noack and C. H. Dodd
 have tried to show that the author of the Fourth Gospel used an
 independent tradition and did not have access to our synoptic
 Gospels. It might be that the "Johannine" passages in the Clemen-
 tine writings confirm this hypothesis.
 It is my opinion that the problem of the Gospel tradition in the

 Pseudo-Clementines should be reconsidered in the light of the new
 material contained in the Gospel of Thomas and the new Homilies
 of Macarius. It is not enough to state emphatically that these
 quotations depend on the four canonical Gospels only and to dismiss
 other parallels as sheer coincidence. Nor should we argue that by
 studying these parallels we revive the ideas of the Tiibingen school.
 That is not sober, scholarly reasoning. Moreover, who is afraid of
 Ferdinand Christian Baur?

 We have tried to show that the so-called Macarius knew and

 used the Gospel of Thomas and moreover shows some acquaintance
 with the Diatessaron and the Gospel tradition that lies behind the
 Pseudo-Clementine writings. This is not surprising in an author who
 is supposed to be of Mesopotamian origin. Our finding may have
 some bearing on a much debated problem, namely the relation
 between the De Instituto Christiano of Gregory of Nyssa and the
 Great Letter of Macarius.

 Werner Jaeger published the complete text of the De Instituto
 Christiano and tried to show that Macarius leaned heavily on
 Gregory.7

 Recently, however, R. Staats has criticised Jaeger's opinion and
 affirmed that on the contrary Gregory depended upon Macarius.8

 7 W. Jaeger, Two Rediscovered Works of Ancient Christian Literature,
 Gregory of Nyssa and Macarius, Leiden, 1954.

 8 Der Traktat Gregors von Nyssa "De Instituto Christiano" und der Grosse
 Brief Symeons, Studia Theologica, 17, 2, 1963, pp. 120-128.
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 This is a very delicate problem. Gregory is a saint, a Father of
 the Church and even a doctor of the Church. Is it conceivable

 that such a man drew on the much decried "Aftermystik" of the
 Messalian heretic Macarius? This is a problem which should not
 be solved by some sweeping statements.

 Mr Staats did not see that the Great Letter of Macarius did

 contain allusions to the Gospel of Thomas and some parallels to
 the Pseudo-Clementine writings. There is, however, no doubt that
 this is the case.

 We find in the Great Letter a more or less clear allusion to the

 Gospel of Thomas, which does not prove very much for the priority
 of Macarius:

 Great Letter, Jaeger p. 291, 7: 1. 2, Oxy P 654, 2:
 dvanavoduevot avpBfaatlevaoUev (ac)fl)rOej2 flaatxevarn aa(l flaat.-

 etvaag davra )?jaerat

 There is even one parallel which at first sight might seem to
 show that Macarius used Gregory and corrected his quotation from
 the Gospel because he had the wording of Thomas in his mind:
 Gr. L., Jaeger p. 263, 17: Greg. De Inst., Jaeger p. 74, 1:
 do toortOd Eartv O TO - Co0ev TroV rj g ro ovi o Zorilov xal fi naQoytiso
 OTQtOV e ov tvEov TO6 Exod znetKa&'aioeovatv

 And yet this problem is rather complicated. The use of the verb
 nyZ etv is in agreement with the Gospel of Thomas, 1. 89, but also
 with the Diatessaron of Tatian and the Liber Graduum: and I am
 not so sure that in this case the Liber Graduum is based on the

 Diatessaron, because it offers us a very peculiar form of the saying:
 interius ut exterius lavemus et extergamus et exterius ut interius.

 Could it not be then that the Liber Graduum here offers a quotation

 from a lost Gospel, the Gospel of the Hebrews for instance, whose
 parallelism is responsible for the strange abridged form of the
 Gospel of Thomas. And could not Macarius have taken the variant
 arvvcov from the Diatessaron?9

 9 Diatessaron Persiano, ed. Messina, p. 113, 27: Voi, o farisei, lavate
 l'esterno del bicchiere e della bombola (cf. p. 269, 21: lavate).
 Liege Diatessaror, ed. Plooy, p. 215, 11: ghi phariseuse ghi duaet ein suvert
 harde degerlyc dat butenste van den nappe efn van den cadine.
 Diatessaron Veneto, ed. Vaccari, p. 73, 21: Voi Farisei mo lavate le scudelle
 e i calisi defora.

 Diatessaron Arabe, ed. Marmardji, p. 193, 14: Vous donc, les separes, vous
 lavez le dehors de la coupe et du plat.

 232  G. QUISPEL
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 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARITUS

 But quite apart from that, Gregory might have adapted the
 unfamiliar nl&cov to the reading of the Greek text of the New
 Testament to which he was accustomed.

 There are other cases, however, which have more weight.
 Macarius likes to underline that only the wise virgins of the parable,
 the true, spiritually minded ascetics, can enter the bridal chamber.
 And in these cases he prefers to speak about vvVtq)ggov in stead of
 the yaj.tot of the canonical text, Mt. XXV, 10.
 Gr. L., Jaeger p. 275, 6: De Inst., Jaeger p. 83, 11:
 To 'rvevjsavTIXoil T~g flaort)6ag PV/,- TO'il aIvw v v it 6ivoV xd T d aiAt'ag dae'nZet-E
 QT Cov o g abtEX)7eiC8afav. cev.

 This is understandable for a Syrian because the variant was known
 to Ephrem 10 and the Liber Graduum.11 Moreover it is typical for
 Macarius.12

 We now know that, according to the Gospel of Thomas, 1. 75,
 "the solitary are the ones who will enter the bridal chamber",
 which means that only those Christians, who have renounced
 marriage and lead a poor, wandering, ascetic life are the "virgins"
 about whom the parable speaks. So we find the same interpretation,
 an encratitic interpretation, of the parable and probably the same
 variant in Macarius and the Gospel of Thomas. Gregory, however,
 in his De Instituto Christiano has the same variant.

 Even more important is a common variant in Luke XVIII, 7:
 Gr. L., Jaeger p. 248, 1: De Inst., Jaeger 58, 1:
 '6rE8T Tt , SYEUo 616i6XOg XetT4g- "EThE Tt' Ae'Y ye 66 ' 09 XQL6t4g
 O'cr /ia)i2ov 6 narje a3ls&v a 'ro' 1idAu{'aov noltoaet' na6zr?e ludoiv
 ovi3eavtog 7romajat Tv ,IlVSX6xr,tv0 r&VTv 6 ovlea'vtog Trjv EX5BoVcr& r T6V
 foa'vrwev nie6g aTrdov vvXr6S xa' foaMvrv : ailT6v VVXTrg mat
 E'eag. va ' ).tyco 1S/iB 7rv not'ae T'v qyLeaec. va ALByW 15) 7W I ttScTt T'1V
 e6(xrxaav s"v Ta'xt. IM6t$onatv ' rciTaxt.
 (cf. L. 18, 6-8).

 Again, we find in Gregory and in Macarius the curious variant
 of Mt. VII, 14:

 Gr. L., Jaeger p. 257, 18. De Inst., Jaeger p. 68, 9:
 Tj ao-rev 6' Cao mat' T vOt 6aevgro. rV)v re1 t//TLE'FV'qV 660v fla6i4taov
 (cf. Mt. 7, 14).

 10 A. Resch, AUssercanonische Paralleltexte, Leipzig, 1893-1894, p. 443.
 1" Kmosko, p. 514: haec via praeceptorum magnorum ad thalamum eius

 intrat.

 12 Resch, o.c., pp. 303-304.
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 Is it conceivable that Gregory should have used these variants
 (which can also be found in the Pseudo-Clementines, as we saw
 before), if he had not the Great Letter of Macarius before him?

 These are questions which should be considered seriously. I do
 not pretend that these arguments in themselves are decisive. The
 point I wish to make is that we have to consider the Gospel tradition
 of Macarius, so dependent upon the Gospel of Thomas and so near
 to the Pseudo-Clementine writings, if we want to make out whether
 or not Gregory of Nyssa is dependent upon Macarius.

 Even if the first alternative should prove to be preferable, this
 would not be so shocking as it is sometimes supposed to be. Even
 if Macarius should be shown to be a Messalian, it is not so excep-
 tional for an orthodox author to be influenced by a heretic. Moreover
 we should keep in mind that heresy is a dogmatic category, not a
 useful tool for historical research.

 From the historical point of view the Messalians, whether or not
 they still belonged to the Church in the time of Macarius, are a
 last revival of the archaic and very impressive Syrian spirituality
 which had existed within Aramaic Christendom for centuries.

 And this brings me to my last point. I am not in the least
 astonished that Macarius used the Gospel of Thomas, because so
 many Syrian writers before him had done the same.

 H.-Ch. Puech has shown this to be the case with the Acts of

 Thomas, written about 225 A.D., probably in Edessa 13; A. Guillau-
 mont has proved the same for the Liber Graduum, possibly written
 about 350 A.D. somewhere in Eastern Syria.14 In fact it seems
 probable that the Gospel of Thomas was written in Edessa about
 140 A.D.

 Until now it does not seem probable that "Thomas" was a
 source for Ephrem, Aphraates or the Didascalia. And this perhaps
 might show that the Gospel of Thomas was popular only in a very
 special sector of Syrian Christianity, that sector which proclaimed
 a profound and astonishing encratism. This is done in the Acts of

 13 Une collection de paroles de Jesus recemment retrouvee, L'Evangile selon
 Thomas, Comptes Rendus de 1'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,
 (Institut de France), Seance du 24 mai 1957, p. 155.

 14 Nrjatrevetv rov XO6a,ov, Bulletin de l'Institut Fran9ais d'Archeologie
 Orientale, T. LXI, 1962, pp. 15-23.

 234  G. QUISPEL
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 THE SYRIAN THOMAS AND THE SYRIAN MACARIUS

 Thomas and the Liber Graduum, writings, which certainly are not
 gnostic, but combine the Christian message of celibacy with a
 theology of Paradise regained: Adam, complete and pure, fell into
 sexuality by eating the forbidden fruit, but Christ restored the
 original purity and therefore abolished marriage. This conception,
 which is the real theology of the Gospel of Thomas, is developed in
 greater detail in the Liber Graduum. Macarius is the inheritor of
 this rich spirituality. His basic idea is that man should return to
 the heavenly Paradise whence he came (Horn. 37, 7). Again and
 again he speaks about the Holy Ghost as a Mother; this, of course,
 is common among many Syrians, but can also be found in the
 Gospel of Thomas, 1. 101: "My true Mother gave me Life". He
 conceives the Christian life as a wandering life, as in the Acts of
 Thomas (c. 145) and the Gospel of Thomas, 1. 42: "become passers-
 by = become wanderers". For Macarius the aim of Christian
 asceticism is to become one, as God is one; and this is, in the
 Gospel of Thomas, the overtone of the word "monachos".15 And
 last but not least, Macarius is aware of the fact that eschatology
 has been realised here and now and that this has implications
 for marriage and possessions. In this he is a worthy successor
 of the Syrian, encratitic "Thomas".

 15 M. Harl, A propos des A Oy a deJesus ; le sens du mot M ov aX o, Revue
 des Etudes Grecques, TXXTTT, 1960, pp. 464-474.
 A. F. J. Klijn, The "Single one" in the Gospel of Thomas, Journal of Biblical
 Literature, LXXXT, 1962, pp. 271-278.
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